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Turbostratic carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and nanofibers (CNFs) are synthesized by chemical vapor

deposition using titania nanoparticle catalysts, and a quantitative lift-off model is developed to

explain CNT and CNF growth. Micron-scale long turbostratic CNTs and CNFs were observed when

acetylene is utilized as a carbon feedstock, and an alumina substrate was incorporated to improve

the homogeneity of catalyst distribution. Turbostratic CNTs/CNFs are always found attached to

nanoparticle corners, in the absence of the graphitic cage that is typically observed with metal

nanoparticle-mediated growth. The observed morphology in turbostratic CNTs/CNFs supports a

model in which several layers of graphene lift off from high-curvature corners of the titania nanopar-

ticle catalysts. This model explains a key feature, which differentiates the growth of turbostratic

CNTs/CNFs via non-metallic nanoparticles from growth using standard metal nanoparticle catalysts.

The observed CNT/CNF growth and the accompanying model can impact the assessment of other

metal-oxide nanoparticle catalysts, with the findings here contributing to a metal-free synthesis of

turbostratic CNTs/CNFs. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4990291]

I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanostructures including carbon nanotubes

(CNTs) and nanofibers (CNFs) are attractive for a wealth of

applications from high-strength composite materials1 and

carbon-based electronics,2,3 to energy devices.4,5 CNT/CNF

synthesis by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) often uses

metal nanoparticle catalysts,6–8 but recent studies have

pointed out that the metal nanoparticle catalysts can be detri-

mental for several prospective applications. For example,

they may react with substrate in an unwanted manner during

CVD and hence constrain the choice of substrate materials,9

or the metal residue within the obtained carbon nanostruc-

tures would be toxic to human bodies.10 Non-metallic nano-

particles, especially those that are not reduced to a metal at

commonly used CVD temperatures (700 �C to 1000 �C),

have therefore been recently investigated as alternative cata-

lysts. Metal oxides, such as zirconia,11 titania,12 tantala,13

and alumina,14 constitute the principal class of non-metallic

nanoparticle catalysts for both CNTs and CNFs. Some of

those species,15 along with magnesia16 and hafnia17 nanopar-

ticles, also serve to synthesize few-layer graphenes. Group

14 elements including their compounds, such as nanopar-

ticles of silicon carbide, silicon, germanium,18 silica,19 and

diamond,20 are reported to show catalytic activity to grow

CNTs.

In order to acquire insights into the growth mechanism

mediated by those non-metallic nanoparticles, high-resolution

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) is a highly

desired characterization tool. We previously identified two

different types of carbon nanofibrils grown from zirconia

nanoparticle catalysts by HRTEM.21 Zirconia nanoparticles in

those growths did not have graphitic cages that are observed

with conventional metal nanoparticle catalysts, suggesting a

surface bound growth mechanism that does not involve solu-

tion of carbon atoms in the nanoparticle catalysts.22,23

While the number of species reported as active non-

metallic catalysts is increasing, the combinations of CVD

parameters have not been investigated broadly. For example,

although silica and titania as catalysts are more frequently

reported than other non-metallic species, silica nanoparticle

catalysts are mostly evaluated with methane as carbon feed-

stock,19,24–26 and titania nanoparticles with ethanol as carbon

feedstock,12,27,28 with some cases that switch these feedstock

between silica and titania.26,29–31 This is a conspicuous

difference from research on metal nanoparticle catalysts,

which has reported a variety of combinations of catalysts

and carbon feedstock.32–35 The extant studies on metallic
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nanoparticle catalysis have shown a spectrum of results,

which has enabled researchers evaluate the key parameters

for reproducible high-yield production of CNTs and under-

stand the growth mechanisms.8,36,37 Therefore, similar stud-

ies on non-metallic nanoparticle catalysts are required to

optimize catalysis towards higher yield.

Here we show titania nanoparticle-mediated CVD syn-

theses of turbostratic carbon nanofibrils. Acetylene and eth-

ylene are converted into few microns-long turbostratic CNTs

and CNFs. The growth yield is enhanced by the combination

of several parameters including the nature of the carbon

feedstock, the CVD temperature, time, and the chemistry of

the substrate. The highest growth yield is obtained using

acetylene at 850 �C for 30 min on alumina-sputtered sub-

strates. We contextualize our results by quantitative estima-

tions for lift-off of carbon nanofibril growth, where graphitic

layers with a certain thickness form over a metal-oxide nano-

particle corner and lift off due to strain energy build-up

in the bent graphene layers, thereby initiating a repetitive

mechanism for forming turbostratic carbon nanofibrils. This

model supports the HRTEM characterization of CNTs/CNFs

obtained from acetylene and ethylene carbon feedstock. Our

results can guide further exploration of controllable metal-

free synthesis of CNTs and CNFs.

II. METHODS

A. Catalyst precursor solution

Precursor solution was prepared with isopropanol (IPA,

VWR, CAS No 67-63-0, >99.5%) and titanium oxysulfate

hydrate procured from Sigma-Aldrich (TiOSO 4� xH2O CAS

13825-74-6). 0.16 g of the titanium oxysulfate hydrate was

dissolved in 15.72 g (20 ml) of IPA to make saturated solu-

tion. After ultrasonicating for 3 min and leaving the solution

to settle for a day, sediment and saturated supernatant were

separated. The supernatant was used as the catalyst precursor

throughout the experiments in this work.

B. Sample preparation

Two types of substrates were prepared: silicon wafer

with thermally grown 200 nm thick silica layer (called silica

substrate in this article) and with 13 nm of alumina further on

top of the silica layer (called alumina substrate in this article).

A stoichiometric alumina target (99.995%) was sputtered on

to the silica substrate by an RF magnetron sputtering machine

(CCR) using argon gas (99.9995%) at 2:5� 10�4 mbar to

prepare alumina substrate. The prepared supernatant catalyst

solution was dropcast on these substrates so that appropriate

amount of nanoparticle catalyst was deposited. Two different

substrates presented different catalyst morphologies due to

different wetting behavior with IPA. On alumina substrate,

the nanoparticle catalysts were more homogeneously distrib-

uted than on silica substrate and so was CNT/CNF growth.

After the IPA evaporates completely, the samples were pyro-

lyzed under a flow of 200 sccm of argon at 800 �C for 3 to 4 h.

C. CVD process and characterization

The five growth process conditions implemented in this

work are summarized in Table I. The carbon feedstock

employed in the process is indicated as follows: A for acety-

lene, E for ethylene, and M for methane. Recipes with each

carbon feedstock species are based on our previous experience

growing CNTs using metal and zirconia nanoparticles.11,13,38,39

Recipes A and M use a 2 in. diameter tube furnace with

the outer diameter /¼ 51 mm and the length L¼ 400 mm,

whereas recipe E uses a 1 in. tube furnace with the outer

diameter /¼ 25 mm and the length L¼ 360 mm. For recipe

A, the temperature was ramped to the set point at a rate

of �20 �C/min under a 1000 sccm argon flow, followed by

an additional 4000 sccm argon flow for 5 min. A flow of

500 sccm hydrogen and 200 sccm argon was then introduced

for 3 min, and then CVD started. After CVD, 4000 sccm

argon flow was added for 5 min and then the system cooled

down. For recipe M, the temperature was ramped to the set

point at a rate of �20 �C/min under a flow of 1000 sccm

argon, and then 200 sccm of hydrogen was introduced for

10 min before CVD started. After CVD, a 4000 sccm argon

flow was added for 5 min and then the system cooled down.

For recipe E, after 2 min of flushing tube with 750 sccm of

argon, the temperature is ramped to the set point at a rate of

�50 �C/min under a flow of 100 sccm argon and 400 sccm

hydrogen. Then CVD started, and after the reaction the sys-

tem started to cool down. For the parameters used in each

CVD, see Table I. All CVD processes were done under

atmospheric pressure. Prepared samples were imaged by

SEM (Zeiss Sigma-VP and Zeiss Ultra 55) and transferred

onto TEM grids by scraping for HRTEM characterization

(JEOL 2010F). Samples prepared by recipe A-3 are investi-

gated by Raman spectroscopy (Horiba Jobin Yvon MR800,

532 nm laser) and XPS (Thermo Scientific K-Alpha XPS

system).

Two different reaction temperatures, 750 �C and 850 �C,

were chosen to compare the effect on growth in the typically

employed range of temperatures for high growth yield with-

out excessive pyrolytic soot formation in gas phase. The most

homogeneous and highest growth yield was observed in rec-

ipe A-3. HRTEM images and fast Fourier transformation

TABLE I. Summary of CVD recipes implemented in this work.

Recipe Feedstock Temperature (�C) Time (min) Gas (sccm) Substrate

A-1 Acetylene 750 30 Ar:C2H2:H2 ¼ 200:10:500 Silica

A-2 Acetylene 750 30 Ar:C2H2:H2 ¼ 200:10:500 Alumina

A-3 Acetylene 850 30 Ar:C2H2:H2 ¼ 200:10:500 Alumina

E Ethylene 750 15 Ar:C2H4:H2 ¼ 100:100:400 Silica

M Methane 900 15 CH4:H2 ¼ 500:100 Alumina

014301-2 Kudo et al. J. Appl. Phys. 122, 014301 (2017)



(FFT) patterns were used to determine species and phase of

the nanoparticle catalyst. Sample labels delineate different

conditions within the same carbon feedstock. All CVD rec-

ipes were implemented with a control sample, a substrate

which had no catalyst precursor on it in order to ensure no

inherent contamination was present, especially metals, that

could grow carbon nanostructures. Recipes A-1, A-2, A-3,

and M were also performed with a baseline metal-growth

sample comprised of alumina-sputtered silicon with Fe nano-

particle catalysts. In this work, none of all the control samples

showed neither growth nor changes in morphology (see sup-

plementary material, Sec. I), and baseline samples with Fe

nanoparticle catalysts always grew CNTs for all of the listed

recipes, as expected.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, carbon nanostructures were synthesized with acet-

ylene (A-1, A-2, and A-3). Recipe A-1 shows 1–3 lm long

carbon nanofibrils, with some occasionally grown longer

than 5 lm, as shown in Fig. 1(a). In recipe A-1 with a silica

substrate, we observe a circular residue from evaporation of

catalyst precursor solvent, causing inhomogeneous catalyst

deposition and resulting in the growth of carbon nanofibrils

exclusively within these regions. Recipe A-2 improves the

homogeneity of catalyst distribution by using an alumina

substrate, presumably due to more favorable solvent wetting

and de-wetting to form a more uniform alumina nanoparticle

precursor film. By raising the reaction temperature to 850 �C
from recipe A-2, recipe A-3 yields homogeneous and rela-

tively high growth yield of carbon nanofibrils about 1–3 lm

long as annotated [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. We investigate the

most homogeneous growth (A-3) in more detail using

HRTEM. Crowds of turbostratic carbon nanofibrils, few tens

to some hundreds nanometers long, are observed. The

growth is a mixture of CNTs (Fig. 2) and CNFs (Fig. 3).

Their diameters are �12 nm according to sampling from

multiple TEM micrographs, similar to the nanoparticle diam-

eter of �10 nm. The HRTEM images suggest that CNTs/

CNFs are formed via a base growth and attached to only the

corners of the nanoparticles and their agglomerates, without

forming graphitic cages encapsulating the nanoparticle cata-

lysts often observed with metal nanoparticles.6,7 This mor-

phology is similar to the growth mechanism occurring on the

catalyst surface observed with unreduced zirconia nanopar-

ticles21 and hence infers a mechanism different from one

that involves solution and precipitation of carbon atoms40,41

and/or that the structures of the substrate surface affect the

resulting growth by the interaction through the encapsulating

graphitic cage.42,43 A substructure is observed within CNTs

where few graphitic layers form a bundle, as indicated in

Figs. 2(b) and 2(e).

The point-localized energy dispersive X-ray spectros-

copy (EDX) shown in Fig. 2(c) is one method used to elimi-

nate the concern of growth originating from metal catalyst

contaminants (Fe and Cr are common) rather than from tita-

nia studied herein. No peaks from these contaminants are

observed. In order to further exclude contamination and

assign the phase for the nanoparticle imaged by HRTEM, a

table of lattice distances and corresponding Miller indices is

created for Fe (a and c phases),44,45 iron carbide (Fe3C),46

Cr,47 Ti (a and b phases),48,49 titania (anatase, rutile,

and brookite),50 and titanium carbide (for approximately

0.2� x� 1 of TiCx),
51 which is available in the supplemen-

tary material, Sec. II (see Table S1, supplementary material).

XPS spectra of carbon (C1s), oxygen (O1s), and tita-

nium (Ti2p) taken before and after CVD with recipe A-3 are

shown in Fig. 4. While C1s peaks present mostly adventi-

tious carbon contamination, the major peak at 285 eV

slightly shifts toward lower binding energy after CVD, indi-

cating the formation of sp2 carbon: namely CNTs and

CNFs.52 No C1s peaks typical of titanium carbide are seen

around 282 eV.53 O1s peaks are primarily observed from the

sputtered alumina layer (531.4 eV) and native oxide over the

silicon wafer (532.5 eV).54 The moderate decrease in inten-

sity around 530 eV after CVD may be attributed to partial

depletion of oxygen from titania,55 which is observed around

1000 �C with solid carbon56,57 or by hydrogen around

450 �C.58,59 Ti2p peaks before and after CVD show Ti4þ at

458.9 eV (Ref. 60) from titania and do not indicate Ti in tita-

nium metal61 and carbide60 around 454–455 eV, implying

that the growth is primarily obtained from titania. These

FIG. 1. Carbon nanofibrils investigated by SEM from different recipes using acetylene: (a) Representative growth morphology from recipe A-1. Carbon nano-

structures of a variety of lengths and diameters are observed in crowds. (b) Representative growth morphology from recipe A-3 at low magnification. Catalyst

nanoparticles are distributed evenly on the alumina substrate and carbon nanofibrils are found homogeneously. (c) A high magnification view of (b) focusing

on a few agglomerates of titania nanoparticle catalysts. Micron-long fibrils extend from those catalysts.
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observations are consistent with the renowned difficulties of

direct reduction from titania to titanium metal by hydro-

gen.62,63 More reducing environments often employed for

carbothermal synthesis of titanium carbide from titania

nanoparticle precursors also agree with our observation,

which include 1000 �C or higher reaction temperatures, an

hour or longer reaction time, and getting titania directly in

contact with a solid source of carbon.64–68 Furthermore,

FIG. 2. Representative turbostratic CNTs from recipe A-3 growth: (a) CNTs grown from titania catalyst. Only base growth is observed, i.e., no nanoparticles

observed at the tips of the CNTs. (b) Higher magnification of (a) showing the interface between a CNT and a titania nanoparticle catalyst. Few graphitic layers

are found to form a bundle, indicated by yellow lines. (c) Localized EDX taken from the interface between the nanoparticle and the CNT shown in (b). Cu

peaks are from the TEM grid. (d) An HRTEM image of a CNT grown from the nanoparticle catalyst. Few graphitic layers are found to form a bundle and indi-

cated by yellow lines, similar to (b). (e) Higher magnification of (c) showing the nanoparticle catalyst with the FFT pattern. Two spots are assigned to the rutile

phase titania from their corresponding lattice distances and the angle between these spots.

FIG. 3. Representative turbostratic

CNFs from recipe A-3: (a) A dense

crowd of CNFs. (b) A representative

CNF grown via base growth.

014301-4 Kudo et al. J. Appl. Phys. 122, 014301 (2017)



nanoparticles of titanium carbide are stable down to room

temperature once synthesized69 and resistant to oxidation in

air up to 300 �C at atmospheric pressure.70 Hence, the

observed Ti2p peaks suggest that titania is the primary com-

pound that contains titanium throughout the CVD growth.

According to the EDX and XPS spectra, analysis on lattice

fringes and the FFT pattern, and the stability of different

phases of titania at our reaction temperature,71 the nanoparti-

cle in Fig. 2(e) is assigned to be rutile phase titania (see

Table S2, supplementary material for more detail).

The HRTEM observations of CNTs and CNFs grown

from titania nanoparticle catalysts and the XPS spectra from

recipe A-3 growth are consistent with the Raman spectra

taken at three different stages shown in Fig. 5 (as dropcast,

pyrolyzed, and after CVD). The Raman spectrum after CVD

implies that the titania nanoparticle catalysts convert acety-

lene into graphitic nanostructures after CVD, providing char-

acteristic peaks: D peak (1339 cm–1), G peak (1590 cm–1),

2D peak (2669 cm–1), DþD0 peak (2930 cm–1), and 2D0

peak (3200 cm–1).72 The D/G peak intensity ratio indicates

that the resulting graphitic structure is defect-rich,73 while

sufficient graphitization is indicated by a small contribution

from amorphous carbon around 1500 cm–1.74

Ethylene and methane carbon feedstocks were also

tested. Ethylene is converted into carbon nanofibrils by tita-

nia with recipe E as shown in Fig. 6. The growth morphology

shown in Fig. 6(a) resembles the result of recipe A-1 growth

[Fig. 1(a)], suggesting similar growth mechanisms. For the

sake of imaging the catalyst-nanofibril interface from this

relatively inhomogeneous growth, CVD with recipe E is rep-

licated on a silicon nitride TEM grid as a substrate instead of

the silica substrate (details of this method are described in

our previous work21). We found similar growth morpholo-

gies from recipe A-3, a CNT with substructures extending

from a corner of the nanoparticle catalyst without graphitic

cage formation [Fig. 6(b)]. The measured lattice distance

most likely belongs to rutile titania as in Table S1 (supple-

mentary material) and neither to titanium metal nor to car-

bide. The observed carbon nanofibrils resemble those often

described as bamboo-like CNTs [Fig. 6(c)].75

Carbon nanofibrils are not synthesized from methane

with recipe M. The reaction temperature of recipe M was set

to 900 �C, since methane is more difficult to convert catalyti-

cally into CNTs than ethylene and acetylene even for metal

nanoparticles such as Fe.13 As in Fig. 7(a), no fibrils are syn-

thesized with recipe M. However, thin graphitic layers are

observed on exposed surfaces of aggregated titania nanopar-

ticles as by TEM [Fig. 7(b)], and Raman spectroscopy cor-

roborates that [Fig. 7(c)].

These results imply that titania nanoparticles can

decompose all of the tested hydrocarbons and serve as cata-

lysts to synthesize graphitic nanostructures. Still, the mecha-

nisms and rates of decomposition seem comparable only

between acetylene and ethylene but not methane. Acetylene,

producing the highest yield, is chosen as the carbon feed-

stock for the basis of further discussion about growth mecha-

nisms via titania nanoparticle catalysts.

We first discuss kinetics of CNT/CNF growth on a sin-

gle catalyst nanoparticle, with acetylene as carbon feedstock.

Based on the SEM and HRTEM investigations, the number

of carbon atoms is estimated for the observed turbostratic

CNTs and CNFs by idealizing the carbon nanofibrils as crys-

talline CNFs, and also for the CNTs grown as baseline with

Fe catalysts (see Fig. S2, supplementary material). The base-

line growth with Fe was processed with exactly the same

CVD parameters as recipe A-3. Representative values for
FIG. 5. Raman spectra of recipe A-3 samples after dropcasting, pyrolysis at

800 �C, and CVD at 850 �C.

FIG. 4. XPS spectra taken from the recipe A-3 sample before and after CVD.
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length, diameter, and the number of walls are determined by

sampling and measuring from SEM and TEM micrographs.

The details and results of this estimation are summarized in

the supplementary material, Sec. III. In the case of microns-

long CNTs/CNFs, the mean carbon assembly rate on titania

nanoparticle catalysts may be comparable to iron. However,

titania nanoparticle catalysts more often grow shorter CNTs/

CNFs; thus, the catalytic activity per catalyst nanoparticle is

lower than Fe by an order of magnitude, with the CVD

parameters employed in recipe A-3. Formation of CNTs/

CNFs from Fe nanoparticle catalysts involves precipitation

of supersaturated carbon, which reduces the total free energy

of the system according to the Fe-C phase diagram6,76 and

therefore spontaneously occurs. Since the growth morphol-

ogy suggests surface-bound mechanisms, formation of

CNTs/CNFs from titania nanoparticles does not necessarily

reduce the total free energy in the same way and potentially

decreases the catalytic activity compared to Fe. Different

etching rates of carbon by hydrogen between titania and Fe

catalysts may also contribute to the difference in their cata-

lytic activities.77,78 A more precise quantitative comparison

based on the number density of growth, instead of single

catalyst-based estimation, requires time-evolution of the

assembly rate.79

Next, we propose a lift-off mechanism of graphitic

layers based on simple multilayer graphene structural ener-

getics at the nanoparticle corner. The nanoparticle corner is a

more active site for adsorption and reaction than a flat sur-

face due to higher surface defect density.80 Therefore, accu-

mulated acetylene molecules are decomposed into a cluster

of carbon atoms and eventually transformed to graphene

layers, while on other portions of the surface they tend to

detach by hydrogenation,81,82 leaving the surface before

decomposition. We start with one or more layers of graphene

grown over a 2D corner of a nanoparticle catalyst where two

facets meet at the angle a (see Fig. 8), as the most basic rep-

resentation of geometries observed by HRTEM. The multi-

layer graphene is bent at a curvature of radius R, storing

bending strain energy that increases with the number of gra-

phitic layers. As the multilayer graphene grows thicker, it

will eventually lift off in order to relax this strain. Here

we adopt a formulation by Zhang et al. regarding the rela-

tionship between bending strain energy E, the number of

graphitic layers n, the catalyst angle a, and the second

FIG. 6. Recipe E growth investigated by SEM and HRTEM. (a) Representative growth morphology by recipe E which is similar to Fig. 1(a). The inset is the

low magnification view showing the receded precursor residue spot with a scale bar 20 lm. (b) A CNT extending from a titania NP catalyst observed from the

recipe E sample replicated on a silicon nitride TEM grid. (c) A higher magnification of (b) focusing on the catalyst-CNT interface. A stack of graphitic layers

is annotated by parallel yellow lines.

FIG. 7. Recipe M samples investigated by SEM, HRTEM, and Raman spectroscopy showing nor growth of carbon nanofibrils. (a) SEM image of uniformly

deposited titania catalyst with no growth of CNTs/CNFs observed. (b) HRTEM image of titania nanoparticles. A thin graphitic layer covers the exposed sur-

face of the aggregated nanoparticles continuously. (c) A Raman spectrum of (a). Defect-rich graphite is indicated by the high D/G ratio.
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derivative of the bending energy density “Eb” as j nð Þ.
83 Zhang

et al. deal with the multilayer graphene by assuming perfect

bonding between the layers as in the classic treatment of a

solid (or layered) plate in bending following the Kirchhoff

hypothesis for bending,84 and our “plate model” adopts their

method. Due to the potential for inter-layer compliance (i.e.,

imperfect layer bonding), we also calculate the limiting case

of non-interacting layers as well and label that the “individual

layer model.” For the “plate model” and the “individual layer

model,” we calculate the total strain energy as function of n
and a, Eplate n;að Þ and Eindiv n;að Þ, respectively (see Figs. S3 and

S4, supplementary material). The layers in the multilayer

graphene interact with each other primarily via Van der

Waals force, since sp3 and amorphous carbon may present

only in a minor amount compared to sp2 carbon as observed

by Raman spectroscopy (see Fig. 5). Therefore, the behavior

is bounded by these two cases. The bent multilayer graphene

is formed over the catalyst corner surface, and the distance

between the titania catalyst surface and the multilayer gra-

phene d is estimated from the thickness of single layer gra-

phene on insulator substrates measured by atomic force

microscope (AFM)85,86 and the Van der Waals diameter of a

carbon atom.87 Details of how the bending strain energy for

the plate model Eplate n;að Þ and the individual layer model

Eindiv n;að Þ were calculated are available in the supplementary

material, Sec. IV.

When lift-off occurs with an interfacial area A, the

bending strain energy is at least as high as the sum of the sur-

face energy associated with creating surfaces of both the gra-

phitic layer and the titania nanoparticle [see Fig. 8(b)]. In

terms of thermodynamics, we can formulate the condition

for lift off as follows:88

E n;að Þ þ c1A � E n;bð Þ þ c2 þ c3ð ÞA; (1)

where c1 is the interfacial energy between the graphitic layer

and the nanoparticle catalyst, c2 is the surface energy of gra-

phitic layer, and c3 is the surface energy of nanoparticle cata-

lyst. By introducing adhesion energy of multilayer graphene

on the nanoparticle catalyst C, we derive the condition for

lift-off as follows:

E n;að Þ � E n;bð Þ þ CA: (2)

The adhesion energy of graphene varies with both the

number of layers and the substrate that graphene grows

on.89–91 Although the adhesion energy between graphene

and metal oxides has not been previously reported, the value

can be estimated by assuming that graphene on silica is more

similar to our situation than graphene on metals. The interac-

tion between graphene and the underlying substrates is due

to Van der Waals interaction,92 and hence magnitude of the

interaction depends on the surface electron density of the

substrate material. Therefore, in this work, we use the adhe-

sion energy experimentally measured by He et al. on silica.90

They reported that the adhesion energy of graphene on silica

decreases rapidly as the number of layers increases: 0.47 J/

m2 for a single layer graphene, 0.35 J/m2 for a bilayer gra-

phene, and �0.3 J/m2 for a trilayer or thicker graphene,90

which is comparable to the values measured by Koenig

et al.91 In our case, the interfacial area between the graphitic

layer and the corner of the nanoparticle is approximately

100 nm2, given �10 nm of the diameter of the nanoparticle

catalysts. Therefore, the threshold energy for Eplate n;að Þ and

Eindiv n;að Þ required for lift-off is 293 eV for a single layer gra-

phene, 218 eV for a bilayer graphene, and �187 eV for a tri-

layer or thicker graphene.

Eplate n;að Þ and Eindiv n;að Þ as functions of the number of gra-

phitic layers n for selected catalyst angles a are plotted in

Fig. 9. Figure 9(a) shows that Eplate n;að Þ rapidly increases

especially for a steeper than 130�. For a given a, if greater

than two layers, the plate model predicts that the strain

energy can become more than 5 times higher than the thresh-

old energy (indicated by red stars in Fig. 9). The individual

layer model naturally yields a lower strain energy than the

plate model as plotted in Fig. 9(b).

Bent graphitic layers, indeed, can relax the bending

strain energy by forming Stone-Wales defects,93 as some of

CNTs and CNFs investigated in this work have graphitic

layers that are still bent after lift-off. The shear modulus of

turbostratic graphite C44 is about one-tenth of that of pristine

graphite;94,95 thus, inter-layer compliance is not negligible.

More complicated geometry than the 2D estimation used

here also potentially occurs, such as a corner of a polyhedron

where three or more facets meet and/or multiple corners

located close enough where graphitic layers are bent more

than once. Still, according to the model, combined with

HRTEM investigation in this work, strain energy stored in

the bent graphitic layers formed over a catalyst corner can be

one of the major driving forces for lift-off. It is worthwhile

to note that the lack of CNT/CNF growth from recipe M

which uses methane is also explained by the presented

model. According to the model presented, a thin graphitic

layer with large interfacial area as observed in Fig. 7(b)

resists lift-off and thus does not initiate CNT/CNF growth.

This model may also partially explain that CNTs and CNFs

grow on geometries such as roughened surface or nanopo-

rous structures, without using metal nanoparticle catalysts.96

As a summary, Fig. 10 schematically illustrates how repeti-

tive lift-off of graphitic layers bent over a nanoparticle cor-

ner in a 2D mode leads to carbon nanofibrils we observe

FIG. 8. Schematic illustrations showing graphitic layer lift-off based on the

plate model for the multilayer graphene (n¼ 3). (a) Before lift-off. The

green area indicates the portion of the multilayer graphene where strain

energy is stored. (b) After lift-off. Bending strain is relaxed and new surfaces

are created as indicated by orange arrows. The z-axis is perpendicular to the

figures.
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with titania nanoparticles. If the bending strain energy is par-

tially dissipated as mentioned above, each substructure needs

more graphitic layers for lift-off and the bending strain may

not be fully released, resulting in turbostratic CNTs (Fig. 2).

If lift-off occurs at small number of graphitic layers and

every substructure intimately contacts with the substructure

previously lift off, the resulting nanofibril will likely be tur-

bostratic CNFs (Fig. 3).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using acetylene and ethylene as carbon feedstock and

titania nanoparticles as catalysts, we synthesize turbostratic

CNTs and CNFs. The highest growth yield and homogeneity

on the substrate are obtained employing acetylene, alumina

substrate, and reaction at 850 �C. The estimation on the num-

ber of acetylene molecules converted into CNT/CNFs on a

single titania nanoparticle catalyst indicates about an order

of magnitude lower catalytic activity for titania compared

with Fe. This may be attributed to the difference in the

growth mechanisms: solution-precipitation or surface-bound

process. Further, in-detail studies on growth kinetics such as

in-situ investigations will be a future work. A quantitative

lift-off model for graphitic layers formed over a 2D corner of

a titania catalyst nanoparticle is provided. The model is

based on the balance between bending strain energy and

interfacial energy before and after the lift-off, and the angle

of the corner plays a role in conditions to determine lift-off

of the graphitic layers. This model explains a key differenti-

ating feature of turbostratic CNT/CNF growth via non-

metallic nanoparticles.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for control samples, crystal-

lographic data to exclude metal contamination, estimation of

carbon assembly rates, and the details of energy balance

calculation.

FIG. 10. Schematic illustration of growth model based on the repetitive lift-off of strained multilayer graphene stacks.

FIG. 9. Energy balance for lift-off with

selected catalyst angles a calculated

with the proposed model. (a) Results

from the plate model. (b) Results from

the individual layer model. Calculations

of energies are for the estimated inter-

facial area, approximately 100 nm2,

between the graphitic layer and the

corner of the nanoparticle, following

from observed diameters of nanoparti-

cle catalysts of �10 nm. Approximate

threshold energies of lift-off for each

number of graphitic layers are indi-

cated by the red stars.
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